AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE SUBDIVISION PLAN OF GOLDMINE INTERIOR HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC. (HIGH DENSITY SOCIALIZED HOUSING) FIFTY TWO (52) SALEABLE LOTS WITH ONE HUNDRED FOUR (104) BENEFICIARIES, COMMUNITY MORTGAGE PROGRAM (CMP) OF THE SOCIAL HOUSING AND FINANCE CORPORATION (SHFC) ORIGINATED BY THE CENTER FOR URBAN POOR SERVICES (CUSPS) LOCATED AT LOT 162-12, PSD-75778, GOLDMINE INTERIOR, SITIO PASACOLA DUO, BARANGAY NAGKAISANG MAYON, QUEZON CITY, METRO MANILA, REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF NORMA T. SAMONTE, MARRIED TO LIONELL G. SAMONTE AND COVERED BY TRANSFER CERTIFICATE OF TITLE NUMBERED N-161883 OF THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS OF QUEZON CITY, CONTAINING AN AREA OF TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE (2,531) SQUARE METERS, AS APPLIED FOR BY ITS HOA PRESIDENT, MR. RIC B. BIVANEL, WITH OFFICE ADDRESS AT THE SAME PROJECT LOCATION, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF QUEZON CITY ORDINANCE NO. SP-56, S-93 AND RATAS PAMBANSA BILANG 220.
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